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The
Highlands
Fruit Farm

Excelsior,
Minnesota

Specialists in High Grade Raspberry and Strawberry Plants.

We offer only those new and standard varieties which have proved themselves to be best adapted to general planting throughout the Northwest.

We know of no better descriptions of the newer varieties than those contained in The Minnesota Horticulturist for September, 1921 from which the following quotations are taken.
Latham Raspberry  
(Minnesota No. 4) King x Louden  
"A red raspberry possessing the hardiness of King. An unusually vigorous grower and strong plant producer, making it especially desirable for either the fruit grower or the nurseryman. Canes thornless, dark red, upright. Very productive, ripening about one week later than the earliest of the red raspberries. Quality very good. Berries ripen evenly and hold up well throughout the season. The firmness of the berry and its productiveness make it an especially good commercial or home berry. It does not need covering even in severe localities."  
$5.00 per 100, $35.00 per 1000.

Minnehaha Strawberry  
(Minnesota No. 935) Minnesota x Abington  
"Hardy variety, producing the most vigorous plants, the largest and firmest berries ever grown at the Fruit-Breeding Farm. Foliage very heavy, leaves large, dark green long stemmed. Flowers perfect, large, and borne on long moderately thick stems. Fruit very large, slightly irregular, somewhat necked, wedge shaped to roundish conic, dull medium red; flesh light red, juicy, firm, tart; quality good. Ripens after midseason."  
$2.00 per 100, $12.00 per 1000.

Minnesota Strawberry  
(Minnesota No. 3) Dunlap x Pocomoke  
"One of the first distributed by the Minnesota Fruit-Breeding Farm and for many years gave promise of being one of its most valuable productions. In 1920, however plants in many sections of the country turned yellow, failed to produce fruit, and in some cases died. This condition was also manifested in 1921 and now the variety
seems to be on the verge of extinction, except in a few apparently favored localities. It is not now recommended for general planting."

Anticipating the time when it would become necessary to discontinue growing Minnesota (Minn. No. 3) we have produced a supply of strong, healthy plants of the old dependable Sen. Dunlap which we are pleased to offer for sale at $1.00 per 100, $7.00 per 1000.

Progressive Everbearing Strawberry

No everbearing Strawberry has yet been produced to equal in every respect the reliable Progressive which continues to be the most popular everbearing variety grown. As both a home and market berry it has been a favorite for many years. We have an unusually fine supply of plants at $2.00 per 100, $12.00 per 1000.

Superb Everbearing Strawberry

The large size and firmness of texture of this berry make it a splendid shipper and therefore especially well adapted to commercial planting. The plants we offer are first class in every way. $2.00 per 100, $12.00 per 1000.

Orders will be received for raspberry plants for shipment during the fall and spring. Strawberry plants will be shipped in the spring only.

All prices are F. O. B. Excelsior, and include cost of packing. We ship by express unless otherwise instructed. Terms are cash with order except to trade, then Dec. 1st and June 1st settlements. Checks should be made payable to J. F. Bartlett.